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An explicit stability estimate for the two-dimensional wave equation when the 
Cauchy data are prescribed on a part of the lateral boundary is derived. Our result 
is obtained using a combination of the Friedrichs-Leray energy integrals and 
Carleman type estimates of Hiirmander [“Linear Partial Differential Operators,” 
Springer-Verlag, New York/Berlin, 19761. Since the calculation of explicit constants 
produces a number of difticulties, this general approach is modified in several ways, 
e.g., the introduction of a set of special constraints. Such results are useful in con- 
structing algorithms that generate numerical solutions to these kinds of ill-posed 
problems. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Cauchy problem for hyperbolic equations with data given on a 
lateral surface has important applications to geophysics and optimal con- 
trol theory. Unfortunately, this problem is ill-posed. It has been analyzed 
by both Hadamard and Courant in their classical books and later by Fritz 
John [4] who found that it is reasonable to treat uniqueness and stability 
questions if “pseudoconvexity” conditions are imposed. Once some kind of 
stability is established in these problems, numerical solutions can then be 
generated using regularization algorithms. 
The type of stability result that can be established is stronger if the data 
are prescribed on the entire lateral boundary. With data given in this 
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fashion, Levine and Payne [S] have obtained Holder estimates for the 
Cauchy problem for the wave equation while Lop Fat Ho [6] has shown 
how Lipschitz estimates can be found provided the observation time is 
sufficiently large. However, existence theorems for such problems are still 
not available. When the Cauchy data are prescribed on only a part of the 
lateral boundary, Isakov [2, 31 has established uniqueness and stability 
results for certain second order hyperbolic equations and for the linear 
elasticity system. But in the case of the local problem for the wave equa- 
tion, there are no explicit expressions for the constants appearing in the 
stability inequalities. 
Our goal in this paper is to derive a stability estimate with explicit con- 
stants for the two-dimensional wave equation when the Cauchy data are 
prescribed on the half-lateral boundary of a cylindrical domain. To obtain 
our results, we combine Friedrichs-Leray energy integrals with the 
Carleman type estimates suggested by Hormander [ 11. The method of 
Carleman reduces estimates of weighted &-norms to estimates of symbols 
of certain differential quadratic forms. This general approach was first 
applied to hyperbolic equations by the second author. However, the 
calculation of explicit constants introduces additional difficulties and 
requires some innovations (e.g., the introduction of constraints (3.6)). We 
observe here that the estimate obtained in this paper is not valid if the 
solution is continued onto the exterior of a cylinder (see John [4]). 
In the next section, we formulate our main result. Sections 3 and 4 are 
devoted to proving a number of preliminary lemmas that are needed to 
establish our theorem, the proof of which is found in Section 5. A brief 
discussion of the result in Section 6 concludes the paper. 
The following notation will be used throughout this paper: B(a; r) is 
the ball in R3= {(t=xO,x,, x,)} centered at a and of radius r; D" denotes 
the differentiation ( - 1)” (8/8~,)‘~. . (8/a,~,)‘~ where c( is the multi-index 
(%, Ml 1 Q) with 1~11 =a,+ xl +a,; I/uI/~ (Q) is the norm (jn /u(* dx)“’ in 
L,(O); and //uI~(~, (s2) denotes the norm (ClaiGk IIDzuIl~)"* in H!+(Q). 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let Q be the cylindrical domain { - 1 <x2, xf + (x2 + 1)‘~ 1, 
-4<t<4} in R3 and let f be the part {x:+(~~+l)~=l, -4<t<4} of 
its lateral boundary. We consider the Cauchy problem 
( a* a? a2 ----2 u=.f- at2 ax: ax, > in R 
(2.1) 
&2,0 
aN 
on f, 
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where N is the unit exterior normal (to r). Our goal in this paper is to 
obtain an explicit stability estimate for this problem. To this end, we 
introduce the weight function 
qx, t)=xf+ (x,+ 5)2- ;t2- 17 
and the subsets A, of a set A as A n { @ > E). We shall prove the following 
result: 
THEOREM. Any solution UE H’(Q) of problem (2.1) satisfies the estimate 
IIf4~1~ (Q,)Gmax(c, Ilfl12 (%h c2(~)Cllfl12 &Ml”‘” Cl14cl, (Qo)l’-“‘“9~ 
(2.2) 
where cl = exp( lo’*), cl(c) = E~~(‘~‘(~)‘, and L(E) = c/(20- E), 0 <E < 1. 
The proof of this theorem is based on a number of lemmas that will be 
presented in the subsequent sections. Throughout this paper, the symbol of 
the principal part of the differential operator in (2.1) will be denoted by 
9(x, 0, i.e., 
P= -t;+<:+;“:. (2.3) 
In the subsequent analysis, we will be interested in (2.3) under the transfor- 
mation 
yo=t> Yl =x1> y, = $(xf + (x2 + 5)2- it”). 
If we let vi represent the dual variables of the yj, then we have 
4o=vlo-~Yo~2~ tl=rlI+iYlV, 
52=acsY2-Yf+tY~)"2112 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
and consequently the principal part of 9 in the y-coordinates is 
3. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES 
In order to establish our main result, we will make use of a well-known 
differential quadratic form (Hbrmander [ 11) that is given by the symbol 
(3.1) 
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where Pi = &YpIayi and Pcir = &P/a~i. Replacing 4 by q + iT(O, 0, 1 ), v E [w”, 
in (2.5), we obtain from routine calculations the expression 
~=~~:,-~~:+~Y~I?~YI~+~Y~~~~~+$(~~Y~+~Y~)(~:+T~). (3.2) 
We now prove the following estimate: 
LEMMA 1. Zf Re 9’= 8 where 101 < 1, then 
92’ > 2-4(0.48 - 7.66 101 )(ty; + t/f + q; + T*). (3.3) 
ProoJ Since the expression for 9’ is simpler in the < variables, we 
rewrite the form 9 in these variables using the transformation (2.5) and 
introducing the variable 
5, = :( 32y, + y;)“’ T. (3.4) 
Then (3.2) becomes 
where A = 4(8y, - y: + 4~:) ‘/‘. 
To prove Lemma 1 we rewrite the condition Re 9 = 8 as 
-(;+(:+i’:-r:=e 
and impose the natural condition 
t;+i”:+<;+t:=1. 
These two conditions are equivalent to the constraints 
5;+5:=u -w2, 5:+5:=(1+8)/2. (3.6) 
Observing that the coefficient of r: in expression (3.5) is larger than the 
coefficient of <i and regarding Y for given <r, [, as a function of to, 13, we 
conclude that at a minimum point of 9 we must have [3 = 0. In view of the 
constraints {3.6), we deduce that the minimum of the form $9 is 
with 
(3.7) 
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We note that according to the definition (3.5) and the formulas (2.4) we 
have 
IAJ=4/(x,+5)61, l~,Al G/d 
on Q2,. Therefore min 9 is not less than 
8-‘min(5(1-8)-65:+(14/&)dl/1-85,+7c,<,+225:) 
under the constraint (3.7). Substituting for 5, from this constraint, we may 
minimize 
8-‘(2-88+285;-(14/&)~r,-7~~5J (3.8) 
over 0 d t2 < J(1 + 8)/2. We now replace the last term in (3.8) by 
7JG%E5, since this modification will not increase the minimum. 
After making these simplifications, we minimize the resulting second order 
polynomial in r2 to obtain 
8 - ‘(0.48 - 7.668) < 9. 
Then homogeneity leads to the result 
8 -‘to.48 - 7.668)(<; + rf + r; + (;) d 3. (3.9) 
From the relations ItI <4, lxrl < 1, and 17/8 < y, on 9, we observe that 
and hence 
1 < y,/2 - y;/16 + y;/32 
Using the inequality 2 < y, in Sz, and formula (3.4) we conclude that 
gq; + s: + q: + T2) 6 <; + r: + r: + r:. 
Substitution of this inequality in (3.9) leads to the desired estimate. 
LEMMA 2. 
~;+‘1;+~;+t2<200%+(8.104) I~12/(Yf;+Vf;+t/;+T2). (3.10) 
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Proof. In view of homogeneity we assume the left side of (3.10) is 1. If 
191 d l/20 the inequality follows from Lemma 1. If l/20 < 19’ then 200 6 
(8 . 104) IPI*. Accurate minimization of (3.2) leads to the estimate 
- 0.8 d 99. Thus, the sum on the right side of (3.10) is greater than 1. This 
completes the proof. 
At this point, we observe that Lemmas 1 and 2 are good for estimates 
of forms and polynomials whose coefficients are taken at a point y. 
In order to deal with variable coefficients we need two more lemmas. 
Recalling that for the symbol Y(y) = C g”“(y) v]Vj” 
J B( y ) uv dy = c J g”“(y) 9% 9% dy 
and introducing the natural norm Ill~lli(~)=(j I~(~)12(I~12+t2)kd~)1i2 
where B denotes the Fourier transform of u, we now prove the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For the form Y given in (3.2) and two points y, y,, 
(3.11) 
where DE Ci(B( y,; E)). 
Proof From (3.2) we obtain the following estimate for the difference 
Ye(Y*) - g(Y): 
Y(Y*) - 9(Y) = i(Yo* - Yo) ulovr + i(Y* I - Y,) ‘II ‘12 
+WY*2- Y*)+ i%(Y*o+ YoNY*o- Yo))h:+T*) 
64 lY*-Yl m;+‘?:)+$I:)+(++$) lY*-Yl (?:+t2) 
a$+%, lY*-Yl (lYl*+~‘). 
Here we use the Cauchy inequality and the bound 1 y,l d 4. Since g + $j d 2 
the conclusion follows from known properties of differential quadratic 
forms. 
LEMMA 4. Let e2 = (0, 0, 1). Then 
Ill~(y,;~+ize2)u-~(y;~+ite,)ulll~~,,d2(~+~-’) lllulll~,~ (3.12) 
for all uEC~(B(y,;E)). 
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ProoJ: From formula (2.6) it follows that 
LY’(y,; D+ize,)v-9(y; D+ize,)u 
d~(y,,-y,)D,(Dz+iz)u+f(y,,--y,)D,(D2+i~)u 
+ (i(Y*z - ~2) + 2 -‘(Y,o + Y,)(Y,o- Y,))(& + itJ2 0. 
Applying Lemma 8.4.1 from Hormander’s book [ 1 J, we conclude that 
where we again make use of the inequality 1~~1 < 4. Since the norm of 
(D, + ir)u is bounded by II/uI/IC1), estimate (3.12) follows. 
4. PARTITIONS OF UNITY 
To prove the theorem presented in Section 2 we will utilize some parti- 
tions of unity. These are constructed with the aid of the following two 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. Let 4(x) = 16(x(x - l))*for 0 <x < 1 and zero otherwise. Let 
dj(x) = 4(x- (j- 1)/2) and define 
Then 
*,=dj( f 4:)‘;‘. 
k=-m 
(i) O,<$jandC$:=l, 
(ii) Il/,=O when X$ [(j- 1)/2, (j+ 1)/2], 
(iii) [$,!I 6 32; I$;[ d 550. 
Proof: The properties (i) and (ii) follow from the definition of dj and 
$,. To prove (iii) we note that at most two terms of the sum C 4: are not 
zero at any point of II%. Since dj is a shift of do, we can estimate +,, only 
on (0, f). We therefore restrict x to [0, 51. 
We have 
q&$x) + #f(x) = 162(x(x- 1))4 + ((x - f)(x + 4))” > 1 (4.1) 
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as a consequence of convexity. Furthermore, 
(4.2) 
Direct calculations lead to the result 
(&do - qi,q&)(x) = 32(16x6 + 16x5 -40x4 + 24x3 - 3x2 +x). 
Since 0 < x < 4, the sum in parentheses in the previous equality is less than 
16x6-32x4+ 16x3+x< -24x4+ 16x3+xd1 
The last inequality follows as a result of the observation that the derivative 
of the function -24x4 + 16x’ + x is nonnegative. Similarly, 16x6 + 16x5 - 
40x4+24x3-3x2+x24x3-x2> -1. Thus, 
k44,-d,db1d32. (4.3 1 
Combining (4.1)-(4.3) we get the first inequality of (iii). 
A second differentiation leads to 
II/;;=(l;(dldb-~;~o)+~,(~,~6-cd;’do))(~~+~:)-3’2 
-3d,,(~l#b-~;~0)(90#6+(51~;)(~;:+~:)~5’2. (4.4) 
By direct minimization we obtain I$;1 f 3.1. Furthermore, 
(~;do-4~46)(~)= 16(192 ~~-240~~+64x~+12x~-12x+2). 
Since the first derivative of this function is negative on (0, i), computation 
of its values at 0 and $ results in the bound 
14;‘4~-h4(;1d32. (4.5 1 
Now using (4.3), (4.4) (4.5), the estimate for di, and the Cauchy inequality 
to estimate 40& + $,& we get 
[$;;I <32(3.1)+32+32(3&)(3.1)<550 
and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 6. Let $(x) =0 for --cg <x<O, t)(x)= 16(x(1 -x))’ for 
O<x<i, and$(x)=lfor i<x. Then 
(i) O<$<l, $=O on (-co,O), $=l on (4, +clc), 
(ii) I$‘1 < 8, )$“I d 32. 
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Proof: When O<x< 4, we have 
It+b’(x)l =/32x(1 -x)(1 -2x)1 <8(1-2x)<8. 
The first inequality follows since 0 < x( 1 - x) < i for x in the given interval. 
The function $“(x) = 32(6x2 -6x + 1) lies between -32 and 32 because 
~bx2-x<0 for such x. 
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We divide the proof of our main result into two parts. In the first part 
we obtain a Carleman type estimate (inequality (5.9)) and then in the 
second part we derive from this estimate our theorem. 
Part I 
Let y, be a point of 52, given in y-coordinates. Multiplying the estimate 
of Lemma 2 by Ifi(n)l’, integrating with respect to q, and using well-known 
properties of differential quadratic forms and operators with constant coef- 
ficients, we conclude that 
From Lemmas 3 and 4 it follows that 
$400~ lIlulll;,,+32~ 104(~+t-1)2 Illulllf,, (5.1) 
for ah UE Cr(B(y*; E)). If we choose 
1 
E=i5%5 
15006r 
then 4008 + 32. 104(~ + r ~ I)’ < 0.9, and (5.1) leads to the estimate 
lll~lll;,,62000 ~(y)u~~y+16~105 Ill~:(y,~~olll~~,, 5 
d2000rr’ (I/~~uuJIJ&,+ 16. ~O’T-~ lll~~ulll&,. (5.2) 
The second inequality follows from the basic properties of the form 9 as 
409 156’2-20 
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described in [ 1 ] and the definition of the norm /// 111. Making the substitu- 
tion u = exp(ty,) w  in (5.2) we obtain 
(5.3) 
for all functions w  E C,“(B(y,; l/1500)). 
Let CI = (a,, tl,, ~1~) where the !ZQ are integers and define 
where t/j*,, j=O, 1, 2, are the functions that are constructed in Lemma 5. 
From this lemma it follows that 
06$,6 1, &+l (the sum over all a), 
and 
w 
I I -2 G(48.103); 
a’$ 
dY, I I 
2 < l.3.10X. 
ay, ah 
Moreover, at most eight of the ll/z are not zero at a point y. 
If we require w  to belong to Ht(Q,( y)), then w, = $, w  also belong to 
this space and diam(supp w,) 6 l/750. In view of the relation VW, = 
3, VW + wVtjzr we obtain from the bounds in (5.4) the inequality 
21)~ IVwl -&48.103xz lwl, 
where each x, assumes either the value 0 or 1 on Q, and 2 xI d 8. It 
follows that 
IVWl12~~ljf IVw12-3 ~482’lo6~zWz. (5.5) 
Furthermore, by direct calculations we find that 
.~wz=+z~w+ 6w,,+b&J wyo+wz.l., +~YI1c/z.m) w,, 
+ (i~~k,.~ + +Y, Ic/.,., + (~5 + ~$32) h,) M),, + W~L. 
Using the estimates (5.4) for II/,, the inequalities 1 y,l < 4, I y, 1 d 1, 0 G 
y2 + ~$32 < 4, and the expression (2.6) for the operator 9, we similarly 
obtain 
JPw,l <I+?, IPwl + 6 .fi .48. 103x* lVw) + 6.13. 10*x1 1.~1. 
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Hence, 
19w,12<2$: JP’~1~+6(648)~ 106x1 lVw12+2.(6. 13)* 1016xa Iw12. (5.6) 
Observing that the estimate (5.3) holds for w, and taking into account 
the bound for r > 1500, we can derive from (5.5) and (5.6) the inequality 
I (t3+3.482.106r~,) l~/~e~-.~dy+; j lv~~~e”‘~dy 
~6.10~ 
s 
i,@P 1 w 2e2~s2dy+ 3. 103.6(6.48)2. lo6 jxE lVw12 e2ry2 dy 
+ 6. 103(6. 13)2 10s6 j xX (~1’ e2”‘2 dy. 
Summing over CI and transferring the lower order terms onto the left side 
we obtain 
( 23 - 5.6 . 1O”r - 3 . 1024) j I WI 2 eZCY2 dy + (~-12.1015)j~Vw12e2Ty2dy 
< 6 . lo3 
s 
/9w( 2 e2’y2 dy 
<77103 Ic?* 1 
s 
w  2 eZry2 dy + 36 . lo3 j ]Vwl’ ezTy2 dy, (5.7) 
where !Y* denotes the initial wave operator expressed in y-coordinates. The 
result in (5.7) is derived from the relation 9 = cF’* + (5/8)(~Y/ay,) and the 
inequality 
IBwJ~~~)~~wWJ~+~~(~)~~VW~~~~~~~W~~+~~VW~~. 
If we choose 
5. lOi < r (5.8) 
then the factor of the first integral in (5.7) is greater than t3/2 and 
r/2 - 12. 1015 - 36. lo3 > r/4. So from (5.7) we obtain the final estimate of 
part I of the proof, namely 
2r3 s Iw(2e2ry2d + y ~1 IVw12e2T~‘2dl’~28.103j 19+w12e2r-“2dy (5.9) 
for all w  E Hg(Q,( y)). 
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Part II 
A transformation of the variables in the original Cauchy problem (2.1) 
results in the formulation 
LY!*v=f* in Qo(Y) 
au (5.10) 
v=--=o 
aN on fo(yh 
where Q(y) is a domain in the y-variables. 
With the definition ll/,(y) = I,+(~E~ ‘(y, - 17/18)), it follows from 
Lemma 6 that $,(y) = 1 for 17/8 + .s/16 < y,, IV$,l <64/s, IV’$,l < 
32.64/a*, and $co E Ht(Q,(y)). Moreover, we have 
and since IyO/ < 4, I y,l d 1, 17/8 < y2 < 3.25 we obtain the estimate 
l$‘&,v)l*<2 19*:12+3. 106.a-* lVo12+8.107..s -4 ju12. 
If we now substitute u’ = Ic/t~ into (5.9), take into account that $, = 1 on 
Q2,,,(y), shrink the integration domain on the left side, and recall that 
!??!v = f, then we find 
1 u I ’ e2r)‘2 dy + T 
I IVVI 
2 e2?V2 dy 
Qr(?) 
< 56. lo3 
1 
1 f.J' e2- dy + 56. lo3 
%(?I 
X 
s 
(3.106.&-2 IVv12 + 8 10’. sP4 Iv\‘) e2rv2 dy. (5.11) 
Gl(~)‘\Q,.2( VI 
Recall that Sz, = { y, > (a + 17)/8 ) n Q. Replacing each of the exponents in 
(5.11) by its maximum or minimum values on the specified integration 
domains and simplifying the numerical constants, we obtain the result 
T exp(2z(2.125 + 0.1258)) IIuIl f,, (G?,(y)) 
6 56. lo3 exp(2z(3.25)) (I f,lj$ (Qo(y)) + 56. lOr’~--~ 
x exp(W2.125 +0.0625&)) lI4lf,, (~o(~)\Q!,12(~)). 
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Use of inequality (5.8), division by exp(2$2.125 + 0.125s)), and augmenta- 
tion of the integration domain in the last norm of the previous inequality 
lead to the estimate 
lo3 IMI:,, (Q,(Y)) 6expW.25 -0.25~)~) IIfX (Qob)) 
+ cc4 exp( -0.125&z) Iluli~,, (Q,(y)). (5.12) 
If we choose 
z = max(5. 1016, (2.25 -0.125s))’ 
~Wlbllf,, Wob))~-4W,II~ Q&W)))-‘) 
then the second term on the right side of inequality (5.12) is smaller than 
the first one and thus we conclude that 
lo3 IIoII~I, (SZ,(y))<max(exp(10’8) Il~,lj~ (Q,(y)), ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
x [llu#, (Qo(y))](20-2”)‘(20-~~) 
x WJ: (QocJ4)IE’(20-E’ 1. (5.13) 
Using the inequalities 
f  IVu126 IV,,u12<2 Ivul*, 1 < Ic$W)l < 1.25 
(g,(y) is the Jacobian of the map x H y) that are direct results of standard 
computations and returning to the initial variables, we find that 
114~1~ (Qc)6max(ev(1018) llfl12 (Q,), 
Ellfllz Po)lE’~20-“) [EC2 IlUll (no)]‘-(20 -6’). (5.14) 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Explicit stability estimates are of use in the construction of numerical 
algorithms that generate solutions to ill-posed problems of the kind 
analyzed in this paper. Since there are presently no existence theorems for 
these problems, solutions obtained via numerical regularization are often 
the best that can be found. In view of this situation it is desirable to have 
explicit stability estimates with optimal constants. Our results provide an 
explicit estimate; however, the size of the constant c1 = exp(1018) is not 
quite satisfactory. There may be a way to reduce it by continuing the solu- 
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tion layerwise from the domain Q, into QL,+, where 6 is sufficiently small. 
Since a reduction in the magnitude of this constant would certainly 
enhance the applicability of our estimate in the development of numerical 
algorithms, there is much motivation to pursue possible ways of improving 
the present constants. 
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